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Playboy: Brunettes

From Playboy's classic archives comes a trilogy of mini volumes, each devoted to a certain hair
color destined to quicken a man's pulse. Blonde? Brunette? Redhead? In the fifties, sixties, and
seventies, it seemed like all the Playboy models, not just blondes, had more fun. Building
sandcastles in the buff, romping on tiger skin rugs, or starting pillow fights, beauties of every tress
are captured in these timeless color photographs. Playboy contributing editor James R. Petersen
introduces each book with a heartfelt text, and witty quotes are sprinkled throughout. At once
evocative and whimsical, this handsome collection is a perfect gift for a gentlemanâ€”whether he
prefers a blonde, marries a brunette, or has always had a thing for a redhead.
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A great collection from the earlier years of this nagazine!

once a brunette lover, always a brunnette loveri just can't have enough of these beautiful dark
haired womenit turns me on looking at the lovely Astrid Schulz andthe delicious Lena Sjooblom.

Playboy -- in hardcover....

This book was ok but not very inspirational for future shoots.

this review refers to the Brunettes edition of the 3-book Playboy series:Brunettes,Blondes and
Redheads.the girls in these pages range from the late 50's to the early 70's.i am of the age that the
girls from the mid-60's to early 70's are my favorite so this book was just for me and i should think
other men who prefer girls from those days.Playboy girls are always so pretty. sweet smiles. nothing
dirty or raw about them.the girls from this era had no use for implants which i don't even think were
around then.back then, the girls were all natural. and the brunettes in this book are all natural and
beautiful......and of course sexy.i highly recommend this book. and it's very reasonably priced too.
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